
Year 5 - History Overview

ent

Topic What have we learnt from the Greeks? Where and when did the Early Islamic
Civilisation begin?

Why was mining an important industry?

Linked Books

Prior learning Chronology
Understanding the Romans and Egyptians existed
alongside (on a timeline) at times and made
constant contact with each other. .
Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of the role of Kings and Queens,
Pharaohs, civilizations and the Roman Empire.
Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of how the Romans and their innovations
impacted Britain
Knowledge of how other topics studied are linked to
the outside world through trade.
Empire and Civilization
Knowledge that the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons were
tribes that had formed into kingdoms, the Roman
Empire and Ancient Egyptian Civilizations

Chronology
Understanding the Romans, Egyptians and Greeks
existed alongside (on a timeline) at times and
made contact with each other.
Knowledge of other non-European civilizations
such as the Egyptians
Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of the role of Kings and Queens,
Pharaohs, civilizations, the Roman Empire and
Greek democracy
Invention and Innovation
Knowledge of how the Romans and Greeks their
innovations impacted Britain
Knowledge of how other topics studied are linked
to the outside world through trade.
Empire and Civilization
Knowledge that the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
were tribes that had formed into kingdoms, the
Roman Empire and Ancient Egyptian Civilizations

Chronology
Understanding the Romans, Egyptians and
Greeks existed alongside (on a timeline) at
times and made contact with each other.
Knowledge of topics studied around this
period - Victorian times and Sir Robert peel
Monarchy and Power
Knowledge of the role of Kings and Queens,
Pharaohs, civilizations, the Roman Empire and
Greek democracy
Invention and Innovation
Previous knowledge of the impact of local wool
industry and the significance of the railways
Knowledge of how the Romans and Greeks
their innovations impacted Britain
Knowledge of how other topics studied are
linked to the outside world through trade.
Empire and Civilization
Knowledge that the Vikings and Anglo-Saxons
were tribes that had formed into kingdoms, the
Roman Empire and Ancient Egyptian
Civilizations
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Historical
concept

Similarity and difference Cause and consequence Historical significance

Substantive
Knowledge

Chronology

Know that the Ancient Egyptians predated the
formation of Ancient Greece

Know that the Ancient Greeks predated Rome and
greatly influenced it

Know that the Greeks came into contact and traded
with the Egyptians and Romans

Understand where the formation of the Greek City
States fits on the chronological timeline in relation to
the preexisting Egyptian civilisation and the new
formation of Rome.

Monarchy and Power
Know that Ancient Greece had a system of hierarchy.

Know how Athens and Sparta differed and shared
some similarities.

Know that the role of hierarchy differed in Greece
due to democracy

Understand how city states were ruled and the roles
people had in them.

Understand that women and children’s roles in
Ancient Greece.

Chronology
Know where the formation of the Early Islamic
Civilisation fits and its continuation in the Middle
East and beyond.
Know that islam was formed around the time of
the Anglo-saxons and continued through the
viking ages and beyond

Monarchy and Power
Understand the hierarchy of Islamic Civilisation.
Know the role of the Caliph and Mecca.

Invention and Innovation
Know the influence of the islamic civilisation on
modern mathematics, science and medicine.

understand the role of the house of wisdoms and
why it was important

Know how the Early Islamic Civilisation used
trade routes such as the silk road, to spread their
religion

Empire and Civilisation
Understand the role of Caliphs in spreading Islam.

Know that the Early Islamic Civilisation spread
throughout different countries

Chronology

Know that the mining industry spanned
more than one monarchs’
reign
Know where coal mining fits alongside the
industrial revolution and the invention of the
railway.
Know why coal production in the U.K has
decreased
Understand which monarchs were ruling
during this period.
Understand when the change from coal to
renewable energy took place.

Invention and Innovation
Know how the invention of the Watt engine
increased the efficiency of mining and trade
transportation
Understand why the coal mining act prevented
women and children under 10 working in the
mines
Know the roles that children would have played
in the mines
Understand the importance of inventions such
as ventilation shafts and the impact on working
conditions.

Empire and Civilisation
Know the role of coal mining to fuel the British
Empire and trade.
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Invention and Innovation
Understand how the Greeks thrived
Know that the Greeks invented democracy
Understand the birth of Greek democracy and how it
differs from modern day.
Understand and compare the study of Greek
medicine compared to modern day advancements.

Empire and Civilisation
Know that the Greeks influenced countries around
them (such as Ancient Rome)
Understand what everyday life was like in Athens as
opposed to Sparta.
Know why the Ancient Greeks are significant

New
vocabulary

Monarchy and Power ( Greek society)
City states
Democracy
Oligarchy

Monarchy and power
Caliphs

Chronology
Milenia


